
 

My Reading Record 

Category: □ 1. Print Fiction  ✓ 2. Print Non-Fiction   

✓ Title / □ News Headline / □ Website: The Sherlock Holmes-A Study in Scarlet Date: 8th April, 2023 

✓ Author / □ Director: Sir Arthur Conan Doyle  

✓ Publisher / □ Producer / □ Newspaper: Sweet Cherry 

 

Genre of the book / movie: 

□ Adventure       □ Love story / Romance     ✓ Ghost / Mystery story    

□ Fairy tales      □ Crime / Detective      □ Classics       

□ Science fiction     □ Short stories       □ Others _______________  

 

I find the book:  

 

 

     □ Very interesting   ✓ Quite interesting     □ Not too bad    □ Boring 

 

In not less than 50 words, describe the content of the story / book briefly. 

The content of this book is talking about during Tuesday night, there were two thieves who are called ‘Gerson’ and ‘Tommy’ went into a women’s flat 

and stole some jewelleries which are exquisite. Although the police went to the flat just a few minutes after the woman’s calling, the thieves went away 

quickly. Then, Mr. Sherlock Holmes started investigating this case by checking some investigations privately for some months. Finally, after working  
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hard, he found the thieves successfully and helped the police to solve this case effectively. I think this book is unexpected for me as there are many    

plots which are difficult to guess, and the ending gives me a surprise.                                                                    

 

Write a brief comment or your impression of the book.  

My brief comment of the book is there are so many mysterious plots which are investigating cases, may help me to become a professional detective    

like Mr. Sherlock Holmes in the future. For instance, when we looked at the investigations, we needed to use a magnifier so as to check it carefully and  

clearly. Also, we may research about how was the mind and psychology of the thieves when they stole things and the fingerprints which left down on   

the investigation.                                                                                                                

 

The character I like most is Mr. Sherlock Holmes because he is a professional detective and he has investigated a huge case which is about two thieves.  

The character I dislike most is ‘Gregson’, one of the thieves who were stealing because I think he is damaging the safety of the society. Even after he  

has been caught by the police, still he didn’t admit his crime.                                                                          

 

If I could rewrite the beginning / ending / any part of the story, I would make the following changes: 

Last year, there was a case about two thieves stealing things in a woman’s flat! However, the police still haven’t solved the case. Mr. Sherlock Holmes 

has asked the police again just in few minutes. They said it was difficult to catch them as there are not enough investigations for researching and they 

estimate the thieves ran away for a long time.  
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Write 6 words or phrases you learnt and give the explanations of the words.  

1.  systematic  ( 有系統的 )  2.  incredulous ( 難以置信的 )  3.  peculiarity  ( 特點 ) 

4.  triumphantly ( 洋洋得意地 ) 5.  intrigued  ( 感興趣 )   6.  dumbfounded ( 目瞪口呆 )  

 

 


